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affection among his native troops, moved on Buxar with 7000
men to encounter the overwhelmingly superior forces of the
Emperor and the Nawab, variously estimated at from 40,000
to 60,000. On October 23, 1764, he found them drawn up
outside their entrenchments to give him battle. In the ensuing
encounter Munro both outmanoeuvred and outfought his
opponents ; their left wing, after fierce fighting, was driven
in on their centre, broken into fragments and hurled back with
fearful carnage into the muddy bed of a stream, which was
only passed by the survivors over a bridge of their comrades'
corpses. 847 British casualties were the price of this decisive
victory ; 3000 enemy dead and 167 captured guns its trophies.
The conquerors pushed forward rapidly to Benares and beyond
it to Allahabad, and here, well within the territory of Oude,
dictated their terms of peace, which included the recognition
by the Emperor of the full practical sovereignty of the East
India Company over Bengal, Behar and Orissa, and an offensive
and defensive alliance of the late belligerents.
From whatever point of view it be regarded, Buxar has an
undeniable claim to rank as a decisive battle in the history of
India, of Great Britain and of the world ; yet its name is
unknown to the average educated man, so true is it that person-
alities rank in popular estimation more highly than achieve-
ments. It is because Clive was one of the greatest Englishmen
of his day, and Munro merely an able soldier, that the military
promenade of Plassey is remembered and the hard-fought
victory of Buxar forgotten ; yet the results of the latter,
marking as they dp the first definite stepping[-stone to the
achievement of British supremacy in India, far surpassed those
of the former, and Hector Munro well merits at least a niche
in the Pantheon of our Empire-builders.
The heroic deeds of the Bengal army in the field were
followed by a curious anti-climax in the shape of a strike among
the cominissioned ranks, secretly backed up by certain mal-
content civilian elements, for the .maintenance in peace time
of their none too munificent war-time rate^ of pay. Clive,
who had returned from England, after having well feathered
his own nest, with full powers to deal drastically with corruption
in Bengal wherever found, repressed this movement with the
energy of a poacher turned gamekeeper ; and having success-
fully accomplished this task, turned to the more fruitful one
of reorganising the army, which was now redistributed into
three brigades, each of one European and seven Sepoy battalions,
with a total establishment of 17,000 of all ranks.
With the exception of the ;Rohilla War, where a force
co-operated with tie troops of Oude and distinguished itself

